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The most basic axiom in the measurement of income inequality is that of 

anonymity or symmetry. All of the common measures of inequality take this point 

of view. Such an axiom nece~sarily implies the irrelevance of group membership. , 
On an ethical basis it is difficult to fault the index makers for their devotion 

to this principle. Re that oS it may, hath the historical and political 

analysis of income equity issues are often couched in terms not of individuals 

but of groups identified as heing rich or poor. Whatever our ethics might 

argue, there seems to he a natural tendency to discuss the issues of income 

equality in terms of units far larger than the individual. l In many cases this 

concern vlitr, groups is justified by the peculiar history of a particular segment 

of society. For example where discrimination against a group has been rampant 

one might be concerned with erasing the effects of that discrimination 

regardless of the implications for overall inequality. ~~e explicitly rule out 

such situations here. Rather for the purposes of this paper the single 

important normative issue is assumed to be the overall degree of inequality as 

measured under the axiom of anonymity. 

Even where the primary interest is the overall level of inequality there is l~ 

a strong tendency in practice to use grouo statistics. This approach usually 

assumes that narrowing of mean differences hetwp.en groups represents a gain in 

't equl~Y· We wi 11 ca 11 th is gene ra 1 not i on the mean-convergence approach. 

As a general proposition, the statement that a reouction in T1ean differ-

ences between groups implies an i~Drove~ent in social welfare or equity is 

indefensible. For example, in a recent note [1982J ',1e have shovm that for the 

Uni ted States the ongoi ng convergence of Sout~ern fami 1 y incomes to those of the 

non-South has had no significant effect on tr,e overall level of inequality as 

~easured by the Gin; coefficient. ~oreover, if that tendency toward convergence 

continues to the point of equa1 mean incomes it 'fiil1 actually produce a slight 
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increase in national inequality as measured hy the C,ini coefficient. The 

explanation for this result is not rlifficult to appreciate. ~ringing the group 

means closer together involves ·not only a redistribution to the 10\'/er tail of 

the poorer groUPt but also a redistribution to the upper tail of that group. 

The Gini index is quite sensitive to the upper tail as vye11 as the lov/er one. 

If the poorer group has a much more unequal distribution than the richer group 

these shenanigans in the upper tail may actually lead to a rise in the overall 

index even before the more unequal, and poorer group has caught up v/ith the 

ri cher one. 

Clearly then in some cases there exists a potential conflict between the 

ethics of inequality indexes and t~e mean convergence approach. One possible 

way to deal with such a conflict is to constrain the measure of inequality in a 

manner which rationalizes an emphasis on mean convergence. Such an approach 

produces an ad hoc system of ethical judqments that is difficult to defend. 

The alternative rlevelopect here is to derive t~e inter-group statistics 

appropriate to given ethical judgments concerninq i~equality. Thus t~e basic 

purposes of this oaDer are to explore the ci rcumstances under ' .. Jhich an emphasis 

on reducing differences in mean incomes between grouos is consistent with the 

anonymity principle, to develop a notion of optimal convergence for those 

situations where it is not~ and to use that notion in defining a new measure of 

a group IS ab; 1 i ty to pay. 

In the next section Ide formalize the notion of optimal convergence. 

Section T T T .... 1 goes an to demonstrate for a hroad class of inequality indexes 

necessary and sufficient conditions under which convergence in int~r-group 

means leads to a reduction in general inequa1ity. The fourth section then uses 

the not i on of oot i rna 1 conve rqence to de ri ve ana 1 yt i ca 1 res u 1 t s for many common 
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fT'eCiSIJreS of inequality. This section also contains an errpirical exercise based 

on t:h~ incorre distributions of the Southern United States and the rest of the 

country. The fifth section ~oes on to discuss the implications of these 

results, rlp.rivinq a ~asl1re of a qroup's anility to pay_ 

I I • not i rral Converqence 

ronsirler t~e following situation. ~ qiven population of ~ individuals is 

divirled into two arbitrary grouos of individuals. Group A, consisting of NA 

people, has rrean incorre llA- Group R consists of NR people hav;nga rrean i0corre 

of lJ~. ,nur bas i c ; nterest concerns rrak; ng wel fare judgrrents about the changes 

in i nequa 1 i ty produced by the can ve rgence of these t'lIO flEa n i nco rres. To keep 

rmtters sinple assurre that total incorre is held constant anr1 thus any change in 

mP.an incorres is achieved hy a transfer between the two groups. 

At this point we face a rmjorquestion: what assurrption to rmke about how 

a trflnsfer is col1ectert in the donor qroup and hm'l it is distrihuter1 in the 

recioient qroup. I'}e call this rrechanism an incre~ntal distr;hution rule. At· 

i3 hiqhly qeneral level such a rule is definerl as follows: 

Increrrental flic;trihuti()n ~ule. LAt T be a transf~r of inCOrTe from group J1 to 

qroup a.. Then th~ incre~nt:al <iistrihution rul~ H specifies t\o(o vector valued 

differential functions hn, anri hq such that 

ya, = hn, 
( 1 ) 

. 
and YB = hq 

Lyo. ) > 

(YR) < 

, ... , 

n 

n 

Yn,"J ) is the vector of incorres in group A and 
~ .. A 

Yq = (Ylil , ••• , YqN ) is t~e vector of incorres 1'1 groun Ii. 
B 
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Not"e there is the irrplicit condition on the above definition that for each group 

the sum of the elerrents in the vector derivative !lust be one in absolute value. 

Moreover we explicitly limit consideration to H's such that incorres of all 

individuals in a group change in the same direction. 

Obviously if one could choose any H at will, there would be little reason 

to identify the groups at all and the entire issue of inter-group transfers 

could be reduced to optimizing inter-individual transfers. Quite clearly our 

problem only becofTEs interesting \vhen there .exist constraints on what can be 

done as anong rrerrbers of a group. In any given situation this is fundarrental1y 

an errpirical issue. The range of possibil ities is infinite. 80th transfers 

and taxes can take on either a progressive, proportional, or regressive form. 

In what follows, results will be presented at several levels of generality. At 

the rrost general level, we require, as stated above, only that the incorres of 

all rrerrbers in a group rrove in the sarre direction. SOlTEwhat ITDre restrictive 

is the family of His with the following form: 

YAi = 
(y ~j ) a 

L (y Ai) a 
i=l,NA 

( 1 I ) 

Y8' = 
-(YBj)8 

J L(YBj)8 
j=l,NB 

This family allows a wide range of alternative rules depending on the values of 

the pararreters a and g. If a > 1.0 a transfer is regressive. If a = 1.0 a 

transfer has a proportioral ,~ffect. If a < 1.0 a transfer is progressive. In 

this third case if a is zero a trapste r taKeS a per capita form. Clearly for B > «) 

1.0 a tax is progress i '.Ie (regressi ve). ~'li tili n thi s fa rni ly '-de wi 11 pay 
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particular attention to the case where a = B = 1.0 and that where a = B = 0.0, 

i.e., the case when a transfer or a tax is proportional and that when both are 

per capita. The first suggests itself on the grounds that incremental shares 

in many cases are likely to follow original shares; t~e second, because of 

simplicity.2 

We can now define what we mean by optimal convergence: 

Optimal Convergence. For two groups of individuals characterized by initial 
o 0 

income vectors YA and YS' given inequality measure and an incremental distri-

bution rule H, optimal convergence occurs at T* if for the entire population 

of N individuals achieves a minimum with respect to T at T*. 

In this definition a positive value for T* implies that up to that point transfer 

from B to A reduces inequality, while any larger transfer under rule H will 

increase inequality. On the other hand a negative value of T* tells us that to 

reduce inequality we must transfer some income from A to B. 

The notion of optimal convergence specifically allows fo~ the possibility 

that inequality for the union of the twofgroups ~ay not be minimized when two 

means are equal. Where this is the case some inequality in mean incomes helps 

to minimize the overall inequality in the system. In any event the point-of 

optimal convergence clearly demarcates the range of mean incomes for which 

transfers from R to A are desirable from that for which transfers from A to R 

are desirable. 

Obviously the optimal convergence transfer T* will depend on the three 

factors mentioned in its definition: t~e shapes of t~e initial distributions, 

t~e inequality index and t~e incremental distrihution rule. In the next 

section we take a ~road class of inequality indexes and de~onstrate that for 

this class the optimal convergence 90int must lie within a well-defined range 
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o 0 
determined by YA, Yq and H. This range will always include the pb;nt of equal 

mean income. 

III. Conditions on the Underlying Oistributions 

Inequality indexes generally are derived from more basic ethical axioms 

about measuring inequality or social welfare. As already noted, the most common 

of these axioms is that of anonymity or symmetry with respect to individuals. 

A second particularly powerful axiom is the Pigou-Dalton principle: a transfer 

from a richer to a poorer individual should reduce inequality. As made clear 

in the work of Atkinson [1970], anrl that of Oasgupta, Sen and Starrett [1973J 

the hasic Pigou-Oalton principle is broadly equivalent to the notion 'that given 

two distributions having the same mean, one should always prefer one of them to 

the other if its Lorenz curve everywhere dominates the other. Of course 

neither principle tells us how to rank distributions whose Lorenz curves cross, 
---......-........ 

or what is equivalent, distributions that cannot be obtained from one another by 

a set of Pigou-nalton transfers. Indeerl when two Lorenz curves cross, we knm'1 

that there will be two indexes which rank them differently while ranking all 

Lorenz rlominant pairs the same. 

If then we limit ourselves to the class of inequality measures that are 

Pigou-nalton we can draw heavily on the work of Atkinson [1970], and that of 

Oasgupta, Sen and Starrett [lQ731, to rlelineate the range of the optimal transfer, 

T* from group R to group A. "4e can immerliately state a trivial proposition: 

o 
Proposition 1. Given t'tlO groups f\ and 8, !""itt) initial income vectors YA and 

y~, such that Y~i < y~i for all iE~ and jER then for any Pigou-Dalton I and 
J 

any H satisfying 0), T* ) D. 

The proof of Proposition 1 is trivial and will not be given here. Quite simply 
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t I-)e qrOUDS rion It ove r 1 a 0 ~nrl he:1ce (! nv rerl is t r i hut ion hetv/een the m r.u st he 

equivalent to a set of Diqou-nalton trans~ers from richer to poorer oeople. 3 

Startinq from Prooosition I it should he clear that if we introduce a 

sl i flht overl aD hetween two qroups we rrust still he on safe around. For 

exarrple, if the richest fT'2rrher of one qroup is just a little richer than the 

po.orest rTPrrher of the other group, <1n inter-group transfer \-multi still hreak 

down into a set of Piqou-~alton transfers. How far can this overlap go and 

still keep llS on safe around \>Jith respect to al1 the indexes in our qroup? 

The answpr depends on vlhich specific increrrP.ntiil oistrihution rule we have. 

8efore we state the ne xt prODOS it ion, it wi 11 be usefu 1 to ha ve the 

followinq definition: 

Currulative Transf~r (Tax) share. For a rule H and an incone vector YA vie 

define the ctlrruliitive transfer share for those with ;ncorres belo"V/ the scalar 

y*. as 

l 
YD.. <y* 

, 1 

j 

vA.. 1 • 

1 

Th~ function Z tells us for iH1V r!Jle H v/hat proportion of an infinitesirml 

transfer to A will accru~ to rrerrhers of group A with incorres helow y* and v/nat 

pronortion of t"e corresponrlinq infinitesirral tax applied to graun R will be 

raiserl from rrerrhers af that q r OV[1 with incorres belm" y*. The follovling 

pro p os i t ion s t i3 t esc 0 n rl ; t ion sun d e r vir, i chi nco rre t ran S fer fro m 9 r 0 up B to' A 

reduces inequality and those under which i1 transfer in the reverse direction 

reduces inequality. 

Proposition II. 
o 0 

If for the initial incorre vectors YA, and YR 

(~a ) Z(YA'Y*) > Z(yO ,y*) for all y* 
Ii . 



wit h s t ric t ; n e q II <11 ; t y for at. 1 pas t () n e y * t h€ n for any Pi q a u - n a 1 ton I, T * < n. 

Alternatively if 

with strict inequality for at least one y* then for any Digou-Dalton I, T* < ~ 

If neither (2a) nor (?h) hol ds then there ex; st t\-/O Pi goo-rIal ton indexes, 11 and 

I? such that 

The proof of Prorosition 1T rests directly on Oasgupter, Sen and Starrett 

[lq7::n. 4 We rrust sirrply sllow tt,at the conrlition (ra) or (?h) quarantees the 

existence of a Lorenz ~ominnnt relation hetween the hefore and after-transfer 

distrihution of the entire pooulation of ~ individuals. The absence of such 

dorTinance clearly irrplies the existence of two P;qou-I)alton indexes that conflict 

in t.heir rankinqs. That. condition (2a) or (?h) ;rrplies Lorenz dominance for 

very c;rml1 rliscrete transfers ;c; o~vious once we realize that such transfers do 

not alter the frtnkinqs of inrlivirluals in the total pODulation. 

Now consirler the rnre specific family of His defined in (II). In this case 

condition (~a) in Proposition II hecoPEs 

S 
\ Y . 
L BJ 

for all y* with stri ct inequal ity for at least one y*, and si mi 1 arly for condi-

tion (?IJ\. I~f')rkinq then to even rmre specific ann perhaps rmre intuitive cases, 



let us set a = B = 0. This is the cnse of per capita increrl'Ental distrihution 

rule. Here we obtain th~ follnwinq corollary: 

r.ornl1ary IIa. For two Qroups fl., and R with curruliltive incorre distrihutions fA 

with strict inequal ity for at least one y*,:; then for the per capita distribu-

t ion rul e 

> 
T* «) O. 

for 2111 PigolJ-f)alton I. If neither of the ahove conrlitions (211) hollis, there 

are two Pigou-T)alton ;ndexps II and 12 such that T2* (; 0 ( T1*. 

It is easy to show that conrlit;on (?") is a specific case of condition (2') 

with a = 8 = O. In this case the condition sirrply states that as we corre up the 

incom? l"rlder we alw~ys have a hiqher (or 10\ve r ) proportion of people in group A 

below us. ~n intuitive interpretation of this corollary can be given in the case 

where NA is equal to NR- Here the condition (~1I) is equivalent to stating that 

YRi < VA; where i refers to the ith richest person in the particular group, 

; =1 , ... , In this case the Piqou-Dalton nature of the transfers is 

ohvious. 

r:leary the condition stated in corollary IIa will be neither sufficient nor 

necessary in the case where the increrrental distribution rule is proportional 

rather than per capita i.e. a = 8 = 1. Here inforrration ahout ranking of 

individuals in the qrOUf) is insufficient to determine the outcorre of a transfer 



hetween the qrf)Ups. f)ne (llso requires inforratinn ahout the rlistance separating 

the incone levels. That is, we neeri inforrretion about incorre shares. This re-

sult is clear in [orrollary lIn. 

Corollary ITb. For two qroups A and R with cunuli1tive incorre shares SA and S8 

between the groups. One also requires information about the 

where 

anrl si rrrilarily for SR, if 

( ? I I 1 ) 

* wit~ strict inequality for at least one y , then for a proportional 

distrihution rule 

T* < n (>, 

for all Piqou-f)alton I. If neither of the ahove conriitions (21 t I) holds there 

are two Pigou-nalton indexes II and I2 such T?* , n.;; T1*. 

Again it is clear that Corollary lIb is a straightforward inference of 

Proposition II. r,ondition (2111) is condition (21) with a = B 1.0. 

Prooosition II and its corollaries unrlerscore the basic conflict between the 

rrean convergence approach and that of anonyrmus inequal ity r.easures. Clearly 

unrler the per capita anrl the proportional increrrental distribution rules nean 

cnnverqence rloes not irrply an unarrhiguous reriuction of inequality as rreasured 
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by th~ set of Diqou-nalton inrlexes. Inrleerl we can state this result nnre 

qenerally for all increrrental rlistr~ihution rules which satisfy the inequality 

conci it ions of eqtlat ion (1). 

Corollary TIc: There is no increnpntal distribution rule H, satisfying (1) 

for which 8 > ~A imolies T* > n for all Piqou-Dalton inequality indexes. 

The proof of th is cora 11 a ry is qui te S1 rrp 1 e, requ i r; og only the ex; stence of a 

counter example. Suppose simply that the poorest person in the total population 

is in qroup 8. Ry Proposition II it is clear that in this case T* for sorre I 

will he less tr,an zero. In terms of the hefore and after transfer Lorenz Curves 

for the entire population, the very lowest portion of the latter curve must lie 

helow the very lowest portion of the forrrer in this counter exarrple. 

Hence, armnq the set of Piqou-nalton ineqlJa1ity rreasures there is only a weak 

connect ion hetween rrea n converq~nce and a rerluet i on in overa 11 i nequa 1; ty. Under 

these circumStances it is natural to exnlore constraints on the set of indexes 

and increrrenti11 distribution rules whieh rrriqht guarantee less arrbiguous results. 

On the other hand, if such constraints seem too restrictive it rrny be useful to 

explore in nnre detail alternativ~s to nean convergence. The next section lays 

the basis for such an exercise. 

IV. nptirrel Convp.rqence and Specific Inequ(}lity Measures 

A discussion of the conditions under which various indexes 6f inequality 

rray he reduced hy an inter-group transfer is ulti rrately dependent on the deri va

tion of the optimal convergence points under different inrlexes and incremental 

rules. Tahle I presents in sumrrary form first order conditions for' mini mizing 

several comrmn rrensures of inequality unrler hoth per canita and proportional 

incrp.rrental distribution rul.es. 6 C;tarting with the per capita increrrental 



scheme, only t~e variance (V) and the (square of the) coefficient of variation 

(v*) are minimized at the point of equal means. For all the other measures, 

arlditional information ahout the intra-group distributions is generally required 

to find the minimum of total inequality. 

Most of the resulting rules have straightforward interpretations. For 

example, the Gini coefficient (&), is particularly sensitive to people's rank in 

the overall distribution.' The effect of per capita transfers from one group to 

another thus depends on the average rank of members in the two groups. As long 

as one group has ~ higher average rank regardless of its mean the Gini will 

respond to a redistribution. It is easy to see that this point of equal average 

ranks must occur in the range delimited by Corollary IIa, since first order 

statistical dominance hy either group would necessarily imply a higher average 

rank. The relative mean ahsolute deviation (D) presents a similar optimal 

point. Here the issue is only the proportion of individuals in each group below 

the mean income. When these proportions are equal optimal convergence is 

achieved. This condition thus picks out one specific level of income, namely u, 

to make tlte comparisons of condition (2 11
). If asked when a per capita transfer 

is appropriate this measure responds by looking at the value of the two 

cumulative distributions at the mean income nf the entire population. A third 

index with a rather surprisingly simple condition for optimal convergence is 

Tl-teil's measure of entropy (T). Here, the message is to continue the per 

capita redistribution until the geometric means of the two groups, uA and ug are 

equal. The ll.tkinson family of indexes (A) reach optimal convergence when the 

(-E)-mom~nt of the two qroups are equal. This result has a particularly 

straight-forward interpretntion if one is willing to follow Atkinson in 

identifying inequality measures with social welfare functions. The Atkinson 
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indexes are in fact rlerived from the additive separable social welfare 

functions with the following form: 

N l-E 
W = 2 [kl + k2Y; 1 

;=1 l-E-

where kl and k? are constants. In this situation the {-E)-moment for groups A 

~ Bare proport i ana 1 to the avera ge rna rqi na 1 ut i 1 i ty of income in the two 

groups respectively. Hence for a per capita transfer and an additively separ-

able social welfare function equating the (-E)-moment of the two groups is 

obviously the appropriate condition for optimal convergence. For the parti-

cular case where £ = 1 the condition simplifies to equating the average income 

reciprocals. 

All of the above indexes (other than V and V*) present optimal convergence 

conditions that substitute an alternative income statistic for the mean income 

when reaching a conclusion as to the desirability of a transfer between groups. 

Where V and V* implicitly analyze a transfer according to its effect on the 

difference in group means, these other indexes are looking at alternative 

measures which in one fashion or anoth~r involve higher moments of the two 

group distributions. In any of these cases the optimal convergence point could 

be on either side of the mean convergence point. 

t-.lot surprisingly the results presented for the proportional incremental 

distribution rule are quite different as to specifics. Here, the optimal 

* convergence points for V and V are sensitive to higher moments of the 

intr~-group distribution while they hadn't been under the per capita transfer 

scheme. 1n particular, optimal convergence now implies a higher mean for 

whichever group has the lower inequality as measured by V*. NOvl the optimal 
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convergence points under both G and n are influenced by income shares, where 

previously they were only dependent on ordinal aspects of the cumulative 

distrihutions. The index T t,as a particularly straightforward trade-off beb'Jeen 

differences in group incomes and rlifferences in intra-group inequality as 

measured by tl-)e entropy index applied to eQch group individually. A,s in the 

case of V and V* the optimal convergence condition for T also implies a higher 

mean for the group with lower inequality. Similarly the variance of the 

logarithms (L) has an optimal convergence point that is sensitive to intra-group 

i n e qua 1 i t y • I nth i s ca s e, h owe ve r, the op tim a 1 po i n t 9 i ve s a hi g her me ant 0 the 

group with more inequality as measured hy (C). Hence a compensating notion is 

a ppa ra nt here. 

In the proportional case the most interesting results are probably those 

concerning the Atkinson fa~ily. Again there is a straightforward interpreta

tion of the optimal convergence condition in terms of the marginal utility of 

individual incomes. 7 ~ore importantly the optimal convergence condition as 

stated in Tahle I provides a clear statement of trade-offs betvleen differences 

in group means and differences in intra-group inequality. When E < 1 optimal 

convergence implies a higher ~ean income for the group with lower inequality as 

measured by the Atkinson index itself. Interestingly when E > 1 the relation 

reverses and the higher mean goes to the group with greater inequality. This 

latter case of £ > 1 is a situation where the underlying index is particularly 

sensitive to the lower tail of the distribution. Raising the mean of the more 

unequal group is then an attempt to guarantee that its lower tail doesn't extend 

too far. Thi s view of intergroup transfers is clearly a compensatory one as 

opposed to that common to the variance, the coefficient of variation, Theil IS 

en t r 0 pya n d At kin son lsi n d ex its elf wh e n E < 1. o. Not sur p r i sin 9 1 y \'lh en £ = 1. 0 

the index simply ignores intra-group inequality in fixing the optimal convergence 
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point hy equating uA to uR. 

The theoretical and ethical questions rai'sed by these results are discussed 

in rrore det~il in Section V. Before turning to those questions it rray be useful 

to provide an errpirical illustration that develops the therre of the last t\'IO 

sections. Tn this exercise we will only consir1er the proportional increm:::ntal 

r u 1 e • T t s h 0 U 1 d he not e rl t hat f () r rt 1 1 the comITO n i '1 rl e xes i n T a h 1 e I ex c e p tV, 

such a transfer leaves intra-grouo inequality unaffected. The exercise uses 1979 

dat~ on the distrihutioh of family ;ncorre in the Sout.h and the rest of the United 

St.1t:es. 1'1 that year the rre"n jncol'TP. of Southern families was ahout 9?% of the 

rrean incnrre of non-Southern families. Based on these data and sirrple sirrulations 

we caT') determine t:he ranqe o.f opt i rral convergence for the Pi gou-Dalton rreasures as 

specifier! by conditions 2111. This range ;s shown ;n Figure I. For the class of 

Pigou-f)alton rreasures optirral convergence of the South and the North ;rrplies a 

Sout he rn rTe.1 n inca rre hetween RH% and 1 2% of the Nort he rn rrea n • 

In Figure I the Southern rrean relative to the non-Southern nean for optirral 

convergence is identified for each index. 8 The results here are clearly influ

enced by the fact that regardless of the rreasure used the South is the region with 

greRter inequality (see Table II). As pointed. out previously indexes such as V, 

V* and T irroly hiq~er rreans for lower inequality at optirral convergence. Hence 

thesA indexes sugqests an optim31 Us/UN that stops short of full convergence. On 

the other hand, an index such as L, that has a corrpensating notion, suggests an 

opt; rrel Us/lJN qreater than one. This dicnotorrr,t is also apparent for the family of 

Atkinsor)'s indexes. Those with £ < 1 have the rrean of South (the rmre unequal 

reqion) less than that of the non-South for optirral convergence. The reverse is 

the case for indexes with £ > 1. Of course, the index (C), (Atkinson's index with 

£ = 1) gi ves an opt; rrs 1 convergence po; nt ri ght at the ooi nt of equa 1 rreans. 
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v. Ability to Pay anrl Welfare 

The discussion of optimal convergence in the last two sections suggests a 

more formal statement of the mean-convergence approach. This view of inequal ity 

can be described as a particular extension of the Pigou-Dalton condition to the 

group level. ~ore formally an advocate of the mean-convergence approach might 

justify that position by picking an inequality measure that meets the fol_lo\,/ing 

condition: 

Group Digou-nalton Condition. An index I is group P;gou-Dalton if a transfer 

from qroup R to group A reduces I whenever ~B > ~A. 

It should he clear that there is no Pigou-Oalton index which can meet this 

condition for all incremental distribution rules. Even if we limit consideration 

to only the proportional distribution rule, for example, we are left with just 

one index in Table I that meets this condition, namely (C). This might suggest a 

special position for this index. That position ;s clearly related to ttte fact 

that C has a straightforward disaggregation property. 9 Be that as it may, we 

would suggest considerable caution before advocating the special attractiveness 

of (C). Even assuming that for many practical situations the most likely 

incremental distribution rule is a proportional one, the emphasis on mean group 

income in the definition of the group Pigoll-Dalton condition implies that 

differences ;n intra-group distributions are irrelevant in determining need and 

ability to pay. For the f"miliar indiv·idual version of the Pigou-Dalton 

condition richer and poorer are intuitively defined. As soon as we move to 

9 r 0 ups, the not ion 0 f ric ~ e r 0 r po 0 r e r i s fa r 1 e sse 1 en r • t s pe cia 11 y vlh ere the 

groups are somewhat arbitrary and the poor may be lumped together with the rich 

for little good reason, it is hardly obvious that the mean income of the group is 

an appropriate measure of its affluence or its ahility to pay_ Why not the median 
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income? Why not the minimum? If the Pigou-nalton notion is extended by a 

definition of affluence other than the group mean, the set of inequality measures 

meeting the new condition must necessarily be different. 

Using the notion of optimal converqence, we offer the following definition 

of a group1s ability to pay. 

o 0 

Relative Ability to Pay: Given initial income vectors YA and YR an index I, and 

an incremental distribution rule H, group R has a greater ability to pay than 

grouD A, if T* > n. 

Here we suggest that group B is better off than group A if a transfer to 

group A from group B results in a reduction in overall inequality. If one takes 

this approach then it would seem obvious to restrict one1s selection of indexes 

to those which satisfy the basic Pigou-Oalton condition for individual transfers • 
. 

8eyond this point, however, one is free to explore the implications of 

alternative indexes in terms of their implicit definitions of groupsl abilities 

to pay_ Under a specific incremental distribution rule, some indexes rank groups 

with high inequality as having greater need, while others tend to rank such 

groups as having a higher ahility to pay_ Indexes that concentrate on the lower 

tail of the distribution are pnrticularly likely to view the world in the former 

manner. The extreme example of this type of situation is the case of Atkinson's 

index with a very large E term. (Note that as E goes to infinity this index 

approaches Rawls' criterion.) In common sense lanquage these indexes are saying 

that a hiqher level of inequality imolies that a group has a relatively larger 

share of the poor and hence is relatively needy. The other type of index (such 

as Atkinson's indexes with E < 1.0) just reverses the argument. A higher level 

of inequality implies more rich people and henc~ a greater abi1ity to pay_ 
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The suggestion that an inequality measure implies an ordinal ranking of 

arhitrary groups naturally raises the question of ho\'I such a ranking relates to 

those given hy social welfare functions. Blackorby et a1. [1978J has demonstra-

ted that for a ~road class of inequality ~easures there are corresponding ~~11-

definerl social welfare functions. In Thus if we take a particular zero homogenous 

index I and an arbitrary riivision of a given population into two groups (A and R) 

we immediately can apply t'le corresponding social welfare function H to those t\'IO 

grOti/lS. How \\li11 PIe rankinq of i'in, to \..JR relate to the ranking suggested by the 

notion of ahility to pay stated above? In qeneral there is no necessary 

~onsistency between these alternative ranking schemes. In Rlackorby's approach 

4 is equal to lJ - lJ I. Hence, vlhen YJR is greater than l·lA a proport i one 1 transfer 

From R to A vlhich lowers the former and rai ses the latter will not necessari 1y 

increase 4 (or reduce I) for the entire group_ The direction of movement in W 

lepends only on the ability to pay rankings suggested above. Also note in this 

,ituation lJ8 may be either greater or smaller than ~A. 

Hence there are three alternative group ranking schemes. First, comparing 

roup means as suggested by the convergence approach. Second, foc us i ng on ~ . nOl-10n 

f ability to pay_ Third, comparing the levels of social welfare achieved in the 

roups. lie have noted ahove tr,at these three schemes are not in general 

onsistant. To make these contrasts clearer take the example of the Atkinson 

1dex wit~ E equal to II? and consider the proportional distribution rule. If we 

ike group ~eans as the basis of a ranking then obviously B is better off than A 

~ WB is greater than lJr\- If Vie apply a social welfare function to the tvlO 

'oups separately, R is hetter off than A as lon~ as lJ is greater than ~ 

l-I,o)l(l-I g ). However, if we use R ,r:.. our definition of ability to pay, group B 

better off than A as long as ug is greater than uA *(l-IB)/(l-I A). Moreover 
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when ~A = ~B using separate social welfare functions to rank A and B, 8 ;s 

ranked better if it has less inequality. However, if "'Ie use our ability to pay 

principle, R is ranked better if it has more inequality, because then a transfer 

comes from richer people. 

Hence, whe re tile pri rna ry conce rn of ana 1 ys is or pol icy is the 1 eve 1 of 

inequality for a total population qroup rlata must be interpreted carefully. 

l~hatever their other implications may be, neither inter-group mean, convergence 

nor inter-group welfare convergence necessarily imply a reduction ;n inequality 

for the entire population. When the group mean incomes are approximately the 

;a~e a lower level of welfare and correspondingly a higher level of inequality 

in one group implies (relatively) more of both the rich and the poor in that 

~roup. A transfer to that group ai ds not only the poor but al so the ri ch. 

;hort of changing the intra-group distribution rules this dilemma must be 

"aced. Hopefully the definition of optimal convergence and the related notion 

)f a group's ability to pay developed above help to clarify both the nature of 

:his dilemma and the trade-affs implicit in various indexes of inequality. They 

10 not sacrifice the range ~f ethical judgments to co~putational considerations. 

:ather they add an important dimension to those judgments by focusing on the 

'esponse of inequality indexes to constrained inter-group transfers and 

herefore hel p to c1 ari fy both the nature of thi s di 1 emma and the trade-offs 

mplicit in various indexes of inequality. 
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Footnotes 

1. At the extreme, virtually no one questions t'1e appropriateness of measuring 

income inequality in terms of family units, despite the fact that these 

units undoubtedly distribute their effective purchasing power in very 

di fferent ways among thei r members. Vi rtual 1y every poverty program 

implicitly aggregates individuals by easily identifiable characteristics. 

Even the negative income tax and related proposals have not suggested 

lookinq inside the family unit to force redistribution at tr,;s most micro of 

1 eve 1 s. Dne way or another aggregat i on to the group 1 eve 1 is imp 1; cit in 

all of these. In many it is blatantly explicit. Programs for the economic 

development of poorer regions are among tr,e most ohvious example~. While 

various attempts have been made to put at least minimal conditions on the 

distrihution of tr,e gains from such programs (minority hiring quotas for 

construction projects, etc.), even these restrictions have generally been 

couched in aggregative terms. 

2. Of course the actual form of H is fundamentally an empirical issue. For a 

given situation there may well be an H implied by the particulars at \llOrk. 

For example, there is a widespread notion that a country's level of 

i nequa 1 i ty is re 1 ated in an inverse U fash i on to its 1 eve 1 of per-ca pi ta 

income. Of course, where such a relation exists and is known, it would be 

the prime candidate for consideration. 

3. Obviousl'y in this situation the Lorenz curve moves up with T. Note that we 

follow Oasgupta, Sen and Starrett C1Q73' in constructing a Lorenz curve by 

plotting Lorenz roints for each individual and connecting them by straight 

1 i nes. 
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4. A formal proof of Proposition 2 is contained in Appendix A. 

5. FA(Y*) is defined as the proportion of people in group A with incomes less 

than or equal to y*. It should be noted that condition (211) is a condition of f 
~ 

first order stochastic dominance between the two group income distributions. l 

t 

6. For each index we present in the Table a definition that is commonly used. 

In Appendix B we give an alternative representation of such a definition, 

where possible, in terms of the intra-group inequaiities. It is the latter 

form that we use to derive optimal convergence conditions stated in Table I. 

7. In this case where transfers and taxes are proportional to income these 

marginal utilities must be weighted by the intra-group incomes shares. It is 

not difficult to show that the condition in Table I is equivalent to equating 

1 YAi -£ t 1 ~\ (YBj) -[ 
\ ~ ) YA,' 0 YB' -NA ,L -A Tr L ~B 1· 

lE A IlfB j: B }" 

Clearly this condition generalizes for the family of incremental distribution 

rules determined by equat i anI. For two, rules with a and 8 the opt 1ma 1 

convergence point for an Atkinson index with parameter £ is given 

a 
by \, YAi 

Y • YAi i~ A L If! 
iE A 

-£ = L\ YB j 8 \4-, .-r 
-i-- B L YB! "'p J • 
J- .}: B 

8. To get a better idea of the degree of sensitivity of the various indexes to 

differences in the re 1 at i ve means unde r the proport i ana 1 sh i ft, cons u 1 t 

Appendi x C where full simul ati ons are presented. 
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9. This oropei"'ty has beer: extensiveiy discussed by Sholrock [1980J, Boui'guignon 

[1979J and Then [1967J. The work of Blackorby et ai. [1978J on consistency 

is also closely related to this issue. Sevei'a; of these authoi's have argued 

that a disaggregation property is highly attractive in its own right. The 

following discussior suggests that the price of this disaggregation property 

is quite high in terms of the restrictions it imposes on group rankings. 

10. Note that the discussion by Blackory et ale [1978] is an extension of that 

by Atkinson [1970J. 
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A:.:> pend i x A 

Proof of Proposition II 

As stated in the teit, the proof of Proposition II fo110ws from the results 

stated by Dasqupta,Sen and Starrett G1973J. In particular, Dasgupta et ale 

stated the equivalence of the following two conditions for two income distribu-
o 0 

tions Yl, ••• 'YN and Yl'" , ••• , YN [conditions (ii) and (iv) in the;, pape.] 

0 0 
A.l Yl + + YK ) .VI + ... + YK, a" j i k < N (with strict inequality fo, 

.. 0 0 
at least one k) and Yl + . . . + YN = Yl + ... + YN 

and 

A.2 for any strict concave function U, 

o 0 
• •• + U ( Y rt) ) U [y 1 J + ••• + U [y NJ • 

To prove Proposition II, we show first that condition (2~) is equivalent to 

condition (A.I) for a range of 0 < T < T. Consider income vectors YA and YB and 
o 0 0 

the corresponding income vector for the total population y such that y = [YA, YBJ. 
000 

Now order y such that Yl < Y2 ' ••• < YN- Now choose income transfer T so that 

o 0 
Yk > Y9,. ... Yk > Yf. ,k,£=I,N. 

where Yk is the after transfer income of individual k. 

In other words, T is chosen such that no individual IS income ranking among 

the popul at i on vii 11 be reversed. For such a T and any k, N by the mean va 1 ue 

theorem we know that there exists a position ( ) such that 

k 
) Yi 
f;l 

k 0 
= y Yi + 

r;l 
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It is clea~ from the equation above that condition (2a) is equivalent to 

condition (A.I) which is a statement that the after t~ansfer distribution 

~ _ r ' ] Y - LY
A 
,y~ is Lo~enz superior to the before distribution y. Hence the 

tj"ansfer T wi11 reduce all Pigou-Daiton Indexes. 

To prove the iast part of Proposition II we simply draw on the equivaience 

of condition (A.I) and (A.2) (implying the equivalence of conditions (2a) and 

(A-2)) and the existance of a correspondence between U and I. 
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Appendix 8 

v* N 2 
!.:J (~ -1) 
N \ lJ 

G = 1 1 1 ( 
+ 2Y2 + + NYN) + - - - I Yl ... 

N N2 \. 
j.! 

Y1 > Y2 > ... ) YN 

0 
1 ) I I Yi j -u I = -Nj.l i~ I j£ J 

Q 
N,J UJ 

Q 
N,l 11 ,J N,l lJ .1 T = )' TJ + \' 109 I 

NlJ ' .. NlJ J=l J=l ~ 

Q 
.!iJ Q A . 

A 2 
L 

~ 

LJ + ,.. ~ (1 log u) = } L . N \. 09 uJ t.. N J=l J=l 

Q N ~Q !il c = ~ .!.!J. + \ (1oq log lJJ) ~ N CJ I lJ -
OJ N J=l J=l 

where Q is the # of groups 
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Appendix C 

~ v* G 0 T I £ = .50 £ = .75 "- -", 
I1N Ii 

0.80 0.5069 .36827 0.5181 -17.6562 0.5884 0.1132 0.1699 
0.82 0.5046 .36742 0.5171 -17.6580 0.5856 0.1127 0.1693 
0.84 0.5027 .36667 0.5162 -17.6580 0.5832 0.1124 0.1687 
0.86 0.5012 .36602 0.5155 -17.6598 0 .. 5811 0.1120 0.1682 
0.88 0.5000 .36547 0.5149 -17.6598 0.5793 0.1118 0.1678 
0.90 0.4991 .36501 0.5145 -17.6598 0.5778 0.1116 0.1675 
0.92 0.4986 .36464 0.5142 -17.6598 0.5765 0.1114 0.1672 
0.94 9·4~l .36436 0.5139 -17.6615 0.5754 0.1113 0.1671 
0.96 0.4984 .. 36418 0.5138 -17.6615 0.5745 0.1112 0.1669 
0.98 0.4987 .36411 0. ~1..3l -17.6615 0.5739 ..0. lll~ Jl!\.1£i6H .. 

[QIQJ 0.4993 :364i2 0.5138 -17.6598 0.5735 0.1112 0.1659 
1.02 0.5002 .36423 0.5139 -17.6598 0.5732 0.1113 0.,1569 
1.04 0.5013 .36445 0 .. 5141 -17.6598 0.5731 0.1113 0.1670 
1.06 0.5026 .. 36474 0.5143 -17.6598 0:5732 0.1115 0.1672 
1.08 0.5042 .36511 0.5147 -17.6598 0.5735 0.1116 0.1674 
1.10 0.5060 .36553 0.5151 -17.6598 0.5738 0.1118 0.1676 
1. 12 0.5080 .36600 0.5156 -17.6580 0.5744 0.1120 0.1679 
1.14 0.5103 .36652 0.5161 -17.6580 0.5750 0.1123 0.1682 
1.16 0.5127 .36709 0.5167 -17.6580 0.5758 0.1126 0.1686 
1.18 0.5153 .36770 0.5173 -17.6562 0.5767 0.1129 0.1690 
1.20 0.5181 .36834 0.5180 -17.6562 0.5777 0.1132 0.1695 
1.22 0.5211 .36903 0.5188 -17.6544 0.5788 0.1135 0.1699 
1.24 0.5242 .36974 0.5196 -17.6544 0.5800 0.1139 o. 1704 
1.26 0.5275 .37049 0.5204 -17.6526 0.5813 0.1143 0.1710 
1.28 0.5309 .37127 0.5213 -17.6526 0.5827 0.1147 0.1715 
1.30 0.5345 .37207 0.5223 -17.6508 0.5842 0.1152 o. 1721 
1.32 0.5383 .37290 0.5233 -17.6490 0.5857 0.1156 0.1727 
1.34 0.5421 .37376 0.5243 -17.6490 0.5874 0.1161 0.1734 
1.36 0.5461 .37464 0.5254 -17.6472 0.5891 0.1166 0.1740 
1.38 0.5503 .37554 0.5265 -17.6455 0.5909 0.1171 0.1747 
1.40 0.5545 .37646 0.5276 -17.6435 0.5927 0.1176 0.1754 
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Aooendix C (cont.) 

A 
£ =1 £ = 1. 50 E = 2.00 £ = 3.0 £ = 4.0 £ = 21.0 

I-I .£1 

0.2572 0.3399 0.4482 0.6240 0.7308 0.9195 
0.2561 0.3386 0.4466 0.6217 0.7283 0.9181 
0.2551 0.3375 0.4452 0.6197 0.7260 0.9167 
0.2543 0.3366 0.4439 0.6179 0.7238 0.9153 
0.2536 0.3358 0.4428 0.6162 0.7218 0.9139 
0.2530 0.3351 0.4418 0.6147 0.7200 0.9126 
0.2526 0.3345 0.4410 0.6134 0.7183 0.9112 
0.2522 0.3341 0.4403 0.6122 0.7168 0.9099 
0.2520 0.3337 0.4398 0.6112 0.7154 0.9086 
0.2518 0.3335 0.4393 0.6103 0.7142 0.9074 
°1,~J~ 0.3333 0.4390 0 .. 6096 0.7131 0.9061 
0.2518 QI~~~~ 0.4388 0.6089 0.7121 0.9049 
0.2520 0.3333 0.4387 0.6084 0.7113 0.9036 
0.2522 0.3334 °14~Bfi." 0.6080 0.7105 0.9024 
0.2525 0.3336 0.4387 0.6077 0.7099 0.9013 
0.2528 0.3338 0.4389 0.6075 0.7094 0.9001 
0.2532 0.3342 0.4391 0.6074 0.7090 0.8990 
0.2537 0.3346 0.4394 QI~071 0.7087 0.8979 
0.2543 0.3350 0.4398 0.6074 0.7084 0.8968 
0.2549 0.3355 0.4402 0.6075 0.7083 0.8958 
0.2556 0.3361 0.4407 0.6078 Q. ZgR? .. 0.8949 
0.2563 0.3367 0.4413 0.6080 0.7083 0.8940 
0.2570 0.3374 0.4419 0.6084 0.7083 0.8932 
0.2579 0.3381 0.4426 0.6088 "0.7085 0.8925 
0.2587 0.3389 0.4434 0.6093 0.7087 0.8919 
0.2596 0.3397 0.4441 0.6098 0.7090 0.8914 
0.2606 0.3406 0.4450 0.6104 0.7093 0.8911 
0.2616 0.3414 0.4458 0.6110 0.7097 0.8909 
0.2626 0.3424 0.4467 0.6116 0.7102 .Q.s.fl Q !l~ 
0.2637 0.3433 0.4477 0.6124 0.7107 0.8908 
0.2648 0.3443 O!4487 0.6131 0.7112 0.8910 
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Conrlitions for Optinal Convergence Under 
Per Capita anrl Proportional Oistribution Rule 

Per Capita Rule Proportional Rule 

UA = ~R UA,(l+V;) = ~R(l+V~) 

~A(l+V*' UR (l+V*) ue. = us = . Al .~ R 

RA = RQ, 1 ') Yfl.;R; = 1 
~ YSjRj NAUA L 

~RU8 lEA jd3 

C"A(w) FR(u) SA(W) = SR(U) 

1 1 loq " 1 
L loq u L 

... A 

Y L\ i - UA = lJB Nll, iEA YA; NA iEA vA; 

1 \ log 1 10q u L 
1 

YI3 j vB' -- NR L NB YRj jER - J jEB 

1 \ 
] 1 \ 1 

NA 
- = NR ) lJA = uS L YA; ,LQ,YR' lEA J£ J 

1 -E 1 -£ b!A = uS 
2 .VA; = - )YQ,i (1-AA)~ (l-AR)~ NA ~R ~ ,J 

;£1\ JEB 

(continued) 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

v = variance; V* = square of the coefficient of va,iation; 

G = Gini coefficient; 0 = re1at i ve mean absolute deviation; 

T = Theil IS Entropy; L = variance of the loga,ithms; 

C = The log of the ratio of the a,ithmatic mean to the geomet,ic mean; and 

A = Atkinsonls Index. 

[note: C is a specific A with E = 1.0J 

Ri = ranking of individual i in either gro~D A D. group B in the overall 

- 1 ,-' - 1· NA ( u ) 
RA = NA'~ Ri' and R8 =rro L Rj ; FA(U) =+. 

lEA B jEB "A 
distribution, 

where NA(u) = # of persons in A with income equal to or below u, and 
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Table II Inequality Indexes - 1979 

A 

v"1C G D Ta L £ =. 5 £'=.75 £ =1.0 £ = 1.5 £=2.0 £=3.0 E =4. 0 1::=21.0 

U.S. 0.499 0.365 0.51 -17.66 0.578 0.112 o. 167 
(c) 

0 .253 0.335 0.442 0.615 0.720 0.912 

NON-SOUTH 0.472 0.356 0.502 -17.67 0.540 0.106 0.159 0 

0.555 0.380 0.537 -17.62 0.640 0.121 0.182 0 

.2±318 0.418 0.581 I o. 6i 0.877 

.278 0.363 0.477 0.653 0.752 0.911 
-~ ._---SOUTH 

1 
d. T ranges between loq ~ «0) [complete equality] and 0 

Source: IJ.S .. Bureau of the Census [1981J Current Population Reports, Consumer Income, Series P-60, 
No. 129, November, Table 15 PP. 59-60. 
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Range of Optimal Convergence for all Pigou-Dalton I 
and Optimal Convergence Points for Various Indexes. 

Range of. 
f\ ..... .: __ , 

l~! 
I~l 

.8 I-
I-

I-
I-

• 91 

1.0 

1-
**-V, 
I 
*- T 
I 
** G, 
* 
* 

* 

y* 

D 
A (£=.50) 
A (£=.75) 

c 

*- A (£=1.50) 
I 
*- L 
I 
*- A (£=2.0) 

1.1 __ _ 

,-
*- A (£=3.0) 

A(£=4.0) 
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